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Ellsberg stole (well, borrowed pages every night without authorization) the classified report from RAND, returning those pages early every morning until he’d copied every page. He shared the copy with ...
Altercation: Celebrating Ellsberg at 90 and DeGrom at Just One
In 2020, many companies were forced to reckon with their practices in terms of diversity, equity and inclusion. Much progress has been made, but there is much more work to do when it comes to DEI.
What's To Come In 2021 For Diversity, Equity And Inclusion In The Workplace
MIT researchers say what happened to Timnit Gebru at Google is part of a centuries-old pattern that people in AI must recognize.
Black women, AI, and overcoming historical patterns of abuse
Managing IP rounds up the latest patent, trademark and copyright news, including some stories you might have missed ...
This week in IP: Counsel reveal VICO fears, IEEE supplement sidelined, M&S sues over copy-caterpillar
The decision will keep more than 3,000 American troops in Afghanistan beyond the May 1 deadline that was announced under the Trump administration.
Lawmakers Divided Over Biden’s Plan to Withdraw All Troops from Afghanistan by Sept. 11
John Patterson was abducted by the People’s Liberation Army of Mexico—a group no one had heard of before. The kidnappers wanted $500,000, and insisted that Patterson’s wife deliver the ransom.
The Forgotten Story of a Diplomat Who Disappeared
Former Mayor Mark Holland testified in the trial of a former Kansas City, Kansas, firefighter who says racism led to his firing.
Former mayor testifies on racial comments, alleged corruption in KCK fire department
Responding to a question raised by MPs Gaddam Ranjith ... has accorded in-principle approval and signed a Memorandum of Agreement on March 2, 2017 for opening of a Sainik School at Warangal ...
Granted Sainik School, TS sat on it: Centre
A first look at the fundraising quarter, a guide to the growing number of Trump administration think tanks, and candidates pile into swing state Senate races.
The Trailer: Worried incumbents, MAGA celebrities, stingy corporations: Winners and losers of the first fundraising quarter
For two decades, presidents and military leaders struggled to define the endgame as they changed the mission and prolonged the war ...
The war in Afghanistan: Promises to win, but no vision for victory
In early March this year, a retired Indonesian army general named Moeldoko was elected chairman of the Democratic Party (known locally as Partai Demokrat or PD) in a controversial extraordinary ...
Money, jobs and power: how the presidential system fosters political party infighting in Indonesia
Last spring, Professor Brian Frye of University of Kentucky Law School published a paper on plagiarism titled ... On Thursday, March 19, shortly before midnight and fortified by bourbon, I asked ...
If You Can't Stand The Cheat, Get Out Of The Kitchen
An appellate court has sided with Steve Wynn in his defamation lawsuit against attorney Lisa Bloom and her law firm in a legal battle over a press release about allegations against the former ...
Appeals court sides with Steve Wynn in defamation lawsuit
Suicides across the armed services rose sharply in the first year of the coronavirus, hitting a record 571 in 2020, but a Pentagon official and others say the stress of the pandemic isn’t the likely ...
Military suicides in COVID era hit a new high
According to court papers, Interscope Records commissioned Arty to do so in 2014. He signed a one-page ... it's possible that a jury may get the question of ownership of remixes.
Wild Court Case Explores Two Global Pop Hits and a Key Question: Who Owns Remix?
The prosecution of BitMEX co-founder Arthur Hayes could lay down legal markers as digital currency moves into the mainstream.
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What’s at Stake in the U.S. Case Against a Crypto Rebel
The virtual conference, scheduled for five days beginning on March 23, was organised jointly ... intends either to avoid the question of the 1971 war, especially the genocide in Bangladesh ...
A cancelled 1971 conference in Pakistan sends a message
MEMO TO CRESS: The British public reckons the Metropolitan Police’s actions at Saturday’s vigil for Sarah Everard on Clapham Common were inappropriate, a new poll by JL Partners for POLITICO has found ...
POLITICO London Playbook: A tale of two crises — Memo to Cress — Dom vs. Matt
For a time, its very existence was in question. This caused problems for ... negative comments or situations,” Amazon said in a March 2014 performance review. “He gets along with all the ...
How Amazon Crushes Unions
Survation conducted the poll between March 9 and 12, with 1,011 respondents aged 16+ in Scotland. In 2014, the question on the ballot paper was “Should Scotland be an independent country?” ...
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